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From:

 
Steve A.   @

Date: 1/6/2006 8:27 AM
Subject: Well, here is what I did...

    Although I my questions pertained to the BF design in general, my specific task at hand was my brand 
new Deluxe Reverb reissue, which restricted my options to some extent. I added one p-p pot on the rear 
panel for a midrange/boost control for the Normal channel.
 
    Not wanting to change the CHARACTER of the reverb at all (just the volume) I decided to do the split 
load trick on the plate resistor. I replaced the 100k resistor on the circuit board with a 33k 1/2W metal film 
resistor, and for the split load I replaced the blue jumper from the pcb to V4/Pin#1 with a 68k 2W carbon 
film resistor, with heat shrink tubing on the leads and on the body of the resistor. In this particular 
instance, it was actually easier to do that with the reissue amp than an original BF/SF amp because the 
leads are much shorter.
 
    I put the high gain GT/Chinese 12AT7 back in (I was trying a 12AU7) and I can now crank the reverb 
up to 5, and it is roughly the same volume as the stock amp set to 2 1/2. The range on the volume control 
is much more to my liking, and I can set it all of the way up to 10 without having it get too insane. 
 
    It would have been nice to add in the Dwell control recommended here by Mark, mainly because as 
you turn up the volume control it also increases the signal going to the reverb driver. So if you found the 
perfect reverb setting with the volume at 2, it will slam the reverb tank too hard if you crank the volume up 
to 5. By balancing the two controls you can fine-tune your reverb signal.
 
    So, Mark, what values would you recommend for the Dwell control. I think it was Bruce Collins who 
suggested putting a "tail" between the pot and ground, so that you can't turn it off completely. Just 
replacing the 1M resistor with a 1M linear pot will result in a strange taper: nothing much happens until 
you turn it up to 4. (This is my recollection of the discussion from many years ago, so I doubt if all of the 
little details are correct.  ) Thinking that you probably want to be able to increase the Dwell higher than 
the stock setting, you might want to put a 470k resistor on the tail of a 1M linear pot, so if you set it to 10 
the voltage of the signal might be ~50% higher than stock.
 
    Thanks for all of the suggestions!
 
Steve Ahola
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